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A Realistic, Long-Lasting Upgrade 

To Custom Temporary Tattoos

At Tattapic, we’re taking an all new 
approach to the temporary tattoo. 
One that’s:

• Realistic → made possible by our unique, proprietary 
adhesive

• Detailed → tattoo options come in full color with 
detailed shading

• Long-lasting → upwards of a week 

• Custom → create your own or choose from exclusive 
designs by world-class artists

• Speedy → 1-day turnarounds 

• Flexible → No order minimums



The Difference Is In The Details

Despite their namesake, traditional custom temporary tattoos don’t come close to resembling actual 
tattoos. They also peel off quickly and you’ve got to order them by the 

hundreds thanks to lengthy production times and processes. 

Tattapic delivers all the benefits of the real thing –

minus the pain, cost, or lifelong commitment. 

These aren't stickers or stencils we’re talking about. 
Let’s just say that while our tattoos might not have 

been applied with a needle, they sure look 
like they were!



A One-Stop Shop For 

Boundless Artistic Expression 

Tattapic’s online shop is also a central hub where 
the world’s most talented designers, artists, and 
right-brainers can unleash their inner creator and 
do what they do best.

Best of all, artists get paid for their work 
whenever their design is purchased 
as a temporary tattoo!

Our platform features hundreds of awesome 
designs that are 100% unique to Tattapic thanks 
to our exclusive relationships with artists.



Temporary Tattoos That 

Leave A Lasting Impression 

Our proprietary Tatt Be Real® Potion is our 
secret sauce to getting our tattoos both looking 

like the real deal and lasting longer than ordinary 
temporary tattoos by 

doubling as a sealant.  

Tatt Be Real® is FDA approved safe and easy to 
apply. Every order, no matter how big or small, 

comes with enough Tatt Be Real® Potion to 
breathe life into any and all tattoos.



The Added Perks 

An affordable, fun, outside-of-the-box, 

and pain-free way to express individuality. 

Those interested in getting real ink can beta test their design’s placement, size, and color 

before needle ever touches skin. 

Fashions change. Wardrobes change. Styles change. Tastes change. Tattapic makes it possible 

for tattoos to change with these trends -- allowing the wearer to better accessorize and 

complement their fashion statement and sense of style any given week. 



It’s Starting To Rub Off On People 

By definition the very nature of temporary tattoos is that eventually, 
they rub off -- but so is the trend!

With the rise in popularity -- not to mention quality -- in henna and flash tattoos, 
there has been a sudden surge in popularity for temporary tattoos for folks of all ages. 

Even Queen Bee herself -- that’s Beyonce for the uninitiated 

-- commands her own line of flash tattoos! 

Need we say more? 



For Every Tattoo That Tells A 

Story, So Does Every Founder 

Tattapic Founder Sam Bagdassarian began his 
career at Myspace -- back when it was still the 
biggest website in the world -- where he was a 
software engineering wizard for nearly a decade. 

Tattapic was the result of Sam’s decision to act 
on his passion and desire to create, push 
boundaries, and build something from nothing. 

Joining Sam in his mission is an all-star roster of 
experts that includes Social Marketer Ripsy
Martikian, Production Manager Peter Manake, 
and an entire cadre of extremely talented and 
diverse artists from all over the world. 



FAQs

• How much do Tattapics cost? 
Price point is based on square inch. Tattapics start as low as $10 and 
include free domestic shipping. Most don’t exceed $15. 

• How long do Tattapics last?
Tattapics can last upwards of a week, and sometimes as long as 2 weeks. 

• You mentioned quick turnaround times -- how quick are we talking?
Your sick new tat will be in the mail 1 day after your order is placed! 

• There’s really no minimum order size?
That’s right! Whether you want to order 1 tat or a million tats, Tattapic is the place to go!

• Do you work with businesses?
Yep! We cut our teeth in the B2B space and still cater to organizations looking for promotional goodies. 
Even film and TV studios looking for realistic tattoos for their actors (we are based in LA, after all). 

• Where can I get my own Tattapic? 
Head to our website at Tattapic.com!


